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• A material that allows a path for an electric current to flow is called 

an electrical conductor.

• Some material conducts electricity and some do not.

• Conductors are made up of atoms whose electrons can travel freely and 

easily through them.

Electrical Conductors
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Most metals are conductors of electricity.

Copper:      Copper is the most common material used for wiring.

Silver :       Is the best conductor but silver is expensive, so rarely used in wiring.

Gold:          Doesn’t rust, is expensive and is only used when high-quality contacts

are needed.

Aluminium: Is not a very good conductor but is sometimes used when a light-weight

material is needed as it is not as heavy as copper wire.

All conductors allow current to flow through them if there is enough energy, 

but normally the energy is too low.
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• Some materials do not allow electricity to flow through them. These materials are 

know as electrical insulators.

• Plastic, wood, glass and rubber are good electrical insulators. They are often 

used to carry materials that carry electricity.

• Electrical insulators are used whenever there is a danger of someone getting an 

electric shock from a conductor.

• Electricity can be very dangerous and people can die from touching a live wire. 

Our bodies conduct electricity, so if we touch a live wire, the electricity will flow 

through us. Insulators act as a shield for us when we work with electricity.

Electrical Insulators
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• Insulators are non-metals, for example; plastic, rubber, wood, ceramic

• Plastic as an insulator – Electric wires are always covered in plastic or other 

insulators that doesn’t allow electricity to flow through them. We say that these 

wires are insulated.

• Examples of insulated items:

Rubber gloves, plastic-coated pliers, plastic-coated adaptors, ceramic 

insulators
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Identify the conductor and insulator
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Aim:          To identify material that are conductors or insulators

Research:  Most metals are conductors and most non-metals are insulators.

Procedure: 

• Watch as your teacher sets up a simple circuit.

• Different materials will be inserted in place of the metal conducting bar.

• Observe the light- bulb and tabulate your observations.

Activity 7: Testing material to identify conductors and insulators
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MATERIAL PREDICTION Conductor

Or

Insulator

1. Plastic-covered paper clip

2. Rubber band

3. Paper

4. Eraser

5. Foil

6. copper coin

7. silver coin
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1. Our bodies are made mostly of water. This means that we conduct electricity.

2. If a person touches an electrical wire and can’t let go, don’t touch them (you could get

shocked) Use an object that doesn’t conduct electricity eg. Wooden broom handle to

move the person away from the wire.

3. Don’t put out an electrical fire with water. Use sand/ a chemical fire extinguisher

instead.

4. Avoid using cords that are damaged.

5. Never pull a plug out of the wall socket by it’s cord.

6. Never put your fingers or other objects in an electric outlet.

7. Never use electrical appliances around water.

Electrical safety
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Systems to solve problems: Using Electrical Circuits

• A system is something that is made of two or more parts that work together.

• An electric circuit is also a system. It is made up of electrical components. Each 

component does something different but they all work together.

• Complicated circuits have been designed to solve problems that require energy.
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Problem Solution (electrical circuit)

Many car accidents happen at night because 

people cannot see in the dark.

Streetlights make it easier for drivers to see at 

night.

Buildings get destroyed and people get injured 

because fires are not noticed sooner.

Fire alarms warn people of danger quicker than 

people can.

Cars get stolen when drivers leave them to open 

their gates at home.

Electric gates can be opened without getting out 

of the car.

Machines such as computers get hot when they 

run. Sometime they get so hot that their parts 

stop working and even melt.

Fans cool down machines while they run.

The winter months are very cold for cold for 

many South Africans.

Heaters help to keep us warm during winter.

The table below shows what some of these problems are and how electrical circuits have solved 

them.
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A System for transferring energy

A system is made up of parts. These parts work together to perform a 

special function, such as a kettle heating water.

Electricity needs a continuous path to flow, we call this kind of path an 

electrical circuit.

The role of a circuit is to send electricity from the source to the device. The 

device then changes the electrical energy into useful output energy.

EG, Energy stored in the battery flows through the conductor into the torch 

light bulb. The bulb converts the electric energy into light energy.
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All electrical systems have an input source, a device/load + process and an output 

energy. 

A system will not work without these stages:

Input source       :    Electrical energy

Device/Load  :    Lamp

Process :     Electricity flows through filament causing it to glow.

Output energy     :    Light energy
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KINETIC ENERGY ACRONYM

Sound Energy

Electrical Energy

Light Energy

Mechanical 

Energy

Thermal Energy

M
E

L

T
S
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The Law of Energy 

Conversion

Energy cannot 

be created nor 

destroyed, but 

only change from 

one form to 

another.
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Activity 3. Complete the systems diagram for the following devices

Input Device Process Output

stove

Input

Input Device

Device

radio

Light bulb

Process

Process

Output

Output
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Thank you!
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